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THE RAID ON OSLO

Following is the text of a broadcast after the 6 o’clock

news tonight (Sunday) by Squadron Leader George parry,

D.F.C. and bar, who led the attack by Mosquito aircraft

of Bomber Command on the Gestapo Headquarters in Oslo,

This was S/L Parry’s sixtieth raid.

On Friday afternoon Quisling and I had an appointment in the same

town. Quisling had a big crowd with him I believe - it was one of

his party rallies,, I only had a little crowd - we were in four

Mosquitos - and they gave us very short notice. But we were punctual.

Ne crossed more than 400 miles, of calm sea, flying just above,

the water. In the short time this took I found myself airiest

hypnotised by the water. If thesea is flecked With white it is not

difficult to keep your height, but on this flight, with the water flat

and unbroken and almost the same colour as the sky, there was nothing

to focus your eye on. It's a bit like driving a car down, a long

straight road.

The first land we saw to break the spell was the Norwegian mountains

30 miles to the north as we entered the Skagerrak bewteen Norway and

Denmark, The mountains were reddish brown and the tops were covered in

cloud. As we saw the Kattegat to the south we turned to port over some

yachts with white sails and made landfall to the cast shore of the Oslo

fiord. As we made for Oslo we flew up hills and down valleys never more

than a few feet from the ground, We saw harvesters at work, gathering in

the sheaves ranged in; Norwegian way like windbrakes across
the land.

From around a hill we cane down on Oslo lying, in a hollow at the end

of the fiord and looking very white in the sunshine against the dark green

of the fir trees, People stand in the streets. They didn’t run from us.
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In formation we rude for the Gestapo Headquarters, a tall building
in three blocks with a domeabove the middle block, we made for the dome,
still flying in formation, I saw the swastika flying on the top before I

bombed - the black swastika on white with its red surround.

we in the leading aircraft hadn't seen the German fighters who were

already after us on the bombing run, but the crews behind me had. Still

they all opened their bomb doors - which would slow them down, of course -

and kept straight on their target. The fighters closing in did not cause

then to waver by one degree. One of our formation was hit but he kept
on too with the others. He was the one who did not return.

we bombed at nine minutes to four. Other members of the formation

took the blocks to the right and left and I went for the centre block, the

one with the swastika flying*

One of the observers told me he saw all our load go through the roof.

He watched the tiles flying up and thought the bombs were exploding

instantaneously. But it was only the shock of the impact - the Germans

still had a few more seconds to wait before the bursts*

Of course, as I tell it this is another bombing story - navigating,

aiming, watching explosions. But I can assure you it meant a bit more

than that to us, right on top of the spot, I rather wished we had been

down below" to watch. But that was what the loyal Norwegians could do,
down in Oslo, And there was Quisling holding his rally somewhere around

the corner. We hadn't gone for him, we'd gone for his German masters

without whom he couldn't last for a minute.

So we left Oslo, The valleys and hills around there rake it ideal

country for evasive action, fighters - they were Focke Wulf's - were

still following us, and as we did our banks and turns we saw at intervals

a brown pillar of smoke rising from the Gestapo Headquarters, Thirty

miles away, whence couldn't see the buildings of Oslo any more, we could

still see the smoke,
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